MEAT! YOUR MAKER Launches Two New Grinders and a Foot Pedal Accessory to Further Accommodate All Processing Needs
November 16, 2021

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
COLUMBIA, MO., November 09, 2021 – MEAT! Your Maker, best known for its commercial-grade processing equipment sold direct for less, announces our release of both the .75 HP and 1 HP stainless steel meat
grinders, as well as a Foot Pedal Switch, which is compatible with all MEAT! grinders.
Like all MEAT! products, both grinders and the Foot Pedal Switch are backed by the industry’s only LIFETIME WARRANTY*. In relation to MEAT!’s current lineup of elite grinders, these two newest additions are
meant to fill in gaps in terms of both price point and output capabilities. Both are engineered to serve the various year-round processing needs of all hunters, anglers, butchers, and chefs.

.75 HP GRINDER (#12)
Grinds 7 to 10 pounds of meat per minute
Dishwasher-safe components for easy cleanup
Includes 3 grinding plates/stuffing horns
9” x 13” tray allows for storage of plates and stuffing horns
Compatible with MEAT! Foot Pedal Switch
Carry Handle for easy handling
MSRP: $449.99

1 HP GRINDER (#22)
Grinds 11 to 14 pounds of meat per minute
Dishwasher-safe components for easy cleanup
Includes 3 grinding plates/stuffing horns
9” x 13” tray allows for storage of plates and stuffing horns
Compatible with MEAT! Foot Pedal Switch
Carry Handle for easy handling
MSRP: $499.99

FOOT PEDAL SWITCH
Compatible with all MEAT! grinders
Allows for easy on/off and reverse functionality through use of just your foot
Frees up hands to pile on meat in grinder tray for quicker, more-efficient processing
MSRP: $29.99

MEAT! continues to position itself as the leader in both field-to-table product innovation and education. To support our lineup of commercial grade products, MEAT! also launched a series of web videos aimed at
hunters, anglers, butchers, chefs and anyone else with a passion for turning noble beasts into hearty feasts. Videos include a Hawaii Axis deer hunt with Remi Warren and Ryan Bingham, as well as New Mexico elk
hunt with YouTube personalities The Bearder Butchers. All videos are available on the MEAT! Your Maker YouTube channel, our social media accounts: @MadeWithMeat, and on the our website:
MeatYourMaker.com.
For media inquiries, please reach out to Jack Hennessy Social & Public Relations jhennessy@idearanch.com, 708-927-6934 or Tyler Grethen MEAT! Brand Manager tgrethen@aob.com
About MEAT!
MEAT! food processing equipment and products are designed and manufactured to meet professional standards and are available to both professionals and discerning consumers directly from the manufacturer.
MEAT! equipment and products are made with the highest quality materials and are designed to be highly functional, ergonomic, attractive, and durable. MEAT! is committed to providing the necessary tools and
education for processing meat, for the novice sportsman, to the experienced butcher. For more information about MEAT!, visit https://www.meatyourmaker.com.
*MEAT! Warranty: https://www.meatyourmaker.com/warranty-info.html

